
Directions: Use this tool to find new study method 
and reflection questions. Most professors ask you to 
apply & analyze; consider finding at least one
technique from those categories. 

Remember Understand Apply Analyze Evaluate Create

Definition Definitions, Equations, 
Facts, People, Places, 
Things, Concepts

Steps, Basic Problems, 
Theorems, Case Studies, 
Examples

Explain how it works, 
Interrogate, show
relationships between 
Remember/ Understand 
concept

Explain your work in a 
paragraph, look for and 
evaluate evidence, look 
for unsound arguments 
or questions that arise

Reflect on your own 
work and find mistakes 
or how to increase 
efficiency

Combining parts to 
make a new whole

Study 
Methods

Quizlet
Mnemonic devices
Acronyms
Matching games
Spaced Repetition
Rhyming
Image-name Association
Write a song/rap
Flashcards
Listing, highlighting, and 
underlining

Rewrite notes
Use a study guide
Read the textbook
Use videos (YouTube, Khan
Academy) to teach yourself 
a concept
Listen to a podcast
Do practice problems
Put materials into your own 
words
Give personal example
Explain out loud

Make a concept map
Make a chart or diagram
Make real work 
connections
Take a practice test
Write out steps to solving 
a problem
List connections between 
study materials
Practice applying 
material to problems or 
solutions

Outline an essay
Write a lesson plan
Make a “How-To 
manual”
Explain what you got 
wrong
Timelines
Concept maps
Group and order
Identify rules, theories, 
and principles

Teach a friend
Debate the topic
Propose alternative
solutions
Create a pro/con list
Rank or asses
Fix errors and 
complete missing info

Literary analysis
Write an essay
Original research
Lab work
Create a study plan
Present or perform
Create test questions
Teach others
Test a hypothesis or 
design an experiment

Common 
Questions
Associated to 
the Level

Can you recall...?
What is…? 
Can you select…? 
Can you list...?
How would you explain…?
What happened after…?
Find the meaning of…?
Who did…?
Can you label the meaning 
of…? 
Who did…? 
Can you label this 
diagram?

What is meant by…?
How would you 
summarize/classify…?
Can you rephrase___ in your 
own words?
What is the main idea of…?
Why did ___ happen? 
Which statements support…?
Can you provide an example 
of what you mean about…? 
Who do you think did…?
What facts show…?

How would you 
organize…? 
How would result if 
happened? 
What can you change to 
produce…?
What facts can you use to 
support…?
What factors would you 
change if…?
What other way could 
you…?
How would you use…?

What inference can you 
make from…? 
What conclusions can 
you draw from…?
What is the relationship 
between…?
What concepts prove…?
How could you 
classify…?
How was this similar 
to…?
What do you see as the 
possible outcome of…? 

Do you agree or 
disagree with and why? 
Based on the evidence, 
how can you explain…?
How would you prove…?
What information would 
you use to support…?
Is there a better 
solution to…?
Can you defend you 
position on…?
Can you elaborate on…?

How would you 
create…?
Can you estimate the 
results for…? 
In what way would you 
design…? 
What would happen of 
you…?
Develop a new idea 
using concepts. 
Can you propose a new 
solution for…?
How can you improve 
on…? 


